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ABSTRACT
Methyl methacrylate is one of the vinyl compounds 
which undergoes radiolytic polymerization to form a poly­
mer soluble in its own monomer. It is therefore well suited 
for the production of wood-plastic composites, which are 
currently under development for a variety of both large- 
volume and specialized industrial uses. Relatively little 
work, however, has been done beyond determination of radi­
ation doses required for total polymerization, and product 
evaluation and development; no predictive techniques for 
process optimization have been described.
It is the purpose of this work to develop a mathe­
matical model of the wood-plastic system with predictive 
capabilities to follow the course of the polymerization 
with respect to local temperature rise from the exothermic 
reaction and monomer concentration as functions of time 
and position within the specimen.
A rate expression is first derived for the kinetics 
of the radiolytic polymerization, from which a model for 
the system is developed on the basis of an overall energy 
balance. It is assumed for the model that (1) the wood 
matrix acts only as a diluent for the monomer and does not 
influence the chemistry of the reaction, (2 ) heat transfer
ix
takes place by conduction in the radial direction only,
(3) the thermal properties of the system can be represented 
by weighted averages of the individual properties of the 
monomer and wood matrix, (4) the initial concentration of 
monomer is uniform throughout the specimen, and (5) the 
surface temperature of the specimen does not change with 
time. A MIMIC program for the IBM 360 computer is employed 
for solution of the model equations, using experimental 
and literature values for the various constants.
The overall order of the radiolytic polymerization, 
temperature-independent rate constant, dose-rate dependence, 
and activation energy, which are required for evaluation 
of the model, are resolved from conflicting literature 
data by a detailed study of the bulk radiolytic polymeri­
zation with purified monomer. These values are, respect­
ively, order - apparent zero, kQl ■ 0 .12 , kQ 2 = 1.10 ,
% -  0.5, and E* - 3.8 Kcal/g-mole.
Experimental data for wood-plastic specimens and 
computed curves for the model are compared for temperature 
as a function of both time and radial position. Compari­
son is made on the shapes of the curves, and on the exper­
imental and predicted values for maximum temperature 
reached at the centerline position, and the time at which 
maximum temperatures are reached. Experimental maximum 
temperatures are matched by the model with a maximum error 
of 15.1 percent, and times to achieve maximum temperature
x
are matched with a maximum error of 7.2 percent. The 
shapes of curves computed from the model reproduce the 
general features of the experimental curves, but exhibit 
a convex leading edge at the temperature peak not observed 
experimentally.
It is concluded that the mathematical model provides 
a reasonable first step in the description of the course 
of radiolytic polymerization of methyl methacrylate in a 
wood matrix. The major refinements required appear to be 
in the assumptions of constant wall temperature and con­
stant thermal properties of the composite material. It 
will be necessary to develop applicable heat-flux and 
temperature-dependent thermal-conductivity functions, and 
to determine the necessary experimental parameters to 
accomplish this refinement.
xi
INTRODUCTION
In the past several years considerable enthusiasm has 
been generated regarding the development of wood-plastic 
compounds. Of particular interest has been the production 
of wood-plastic by the method of radiation induced polymeri­
zation of vinyl monomers Impregnated in woods. Up to this 
point very little quantitative information has been made 
available on the local rates of polymerization, the tempera­
ture profiles generated during polymerization, and the poly­
mer ccncentration gradients in the wood.
It is the purpose of this study to develop a mathe­
matical model which will follow the course of the reaction 
and determine the local temperatures, concentrations, and 
rates of polymerization as a function of position in the wood 
sample and time. In order to develop and utilize a model of 
this nature, several parameters of the system must be fixed 
and others determined.
Four important quantities are categorized as Fixed 
Parameters in this work. These are: the type of vinyl
monomer used, the type of wood used, the physical geometry 
of the wood used, and the type of radiation used.
Methyl methacrylate was selected for this study because 
of its obvious utility in the area, and because there is an
xii
abundance of physical, thermodynamic, and transport property
data available for this material. Southern yellow pine was
chosen as the wood type because of its availability and
interest to the local wood industry. The source of radia- 
60tion Co -y-rays was chosen on the basis of its effective­
ness in Initiating methyl methacrylate polymerization. 
Associated with the choice of monomer and of wood are what 
shall be referred to here as determinable parameters.
For methyl methacrylate, determinable parameters of 
importance are: the chemical kinetic rate constant with its
associated Arrhenius temperature dependence, the reaction 
rate dose rate dependence, and the overall order of the 
reaction. Due to conflicting information presented in the 
literature a second objective was set to determine experi­
mentally appropriate values for the above parameters. The 
chemical kinetics rate constant and overall order of the 
reaction were determined from a series of isothermal, con­
stant dose rate experiments. The dose rate dependence was 
determined from a series of isothermal, constant conversion 
time experiments. The Arrhenius temperature dependence was 
determined by pooling all available literature data with 
the experimental (isothermal constant dose rate) data col­
lected in the present work to obtain the most statistically 
sound value for the activation energy.
For the wood-reacting monomer system the thermal proper 
ties must be determined as well as the effect of the
xiii
Y-radiation on the wood itself. Gamma radiation causes 
degradation of wood by chain sission of the cellulose but 
not to an appreciable extent due to the protective influence 
of aromatics in the llgnin [1]. The absorption of y-rays by 
the wood also adds heat to the system but several preliminary 
experimental measurements have indicated that this is negli­
gible (no temperature change in six hours). The presence of 
the wood also affects the absorbed dose received by the 
impregnated monomer. This effect results from two phenomena: 
(1 ) the atomic compositions of the wood and monomer differ 
which leads to different effective absorption coefficients 
for the two substances, and (2 ) electrons produced in the 
cell walls increase the effective dose delivered to monomer 
in the cell cavity.
In order to determine the thermal diffusivity of the 
composite system a clear understanding of the micro-structure 
of wood is needed. Wood is made up of individual units 
called cells. These units are either cylindrical with blunt 
or pointed ends, or rectangular. When first formed, the 
young cell is in a plastic condition and is capable of con­
siderable increase in size and change in shape, both of which 
can occur very rapidly. When the final size is attained the 
walls are thickened by the addition of further layers of wall 
substance laid down from inside of the cell. The original 
unthickened wall is called the primary wall, and the layers 
added afterwards constitute the secondary wall [2]. The
xiv
primary wall is composed of about 75% Lignin and 30% Cellu­
lose, while the secondary wall has considerably more cellu­
lose [3], Unthickened areas, called pits, are left in the 
primary wall during the formation of the inner layers which 
provide a means of communication between cells [2], After 
maturation, the cells undergo no further change; therefore 
the bulk of wood is composed of dead cells. Monomer enters 
the wood cell structure through the pits and diffuses into 
the cavities created by the cell walls. Each cavity thus 
acts as a container for the homogeneous liquid monomer.
Since chemical reaction takes place uniformly within each 
cell cavity, the cell wall itself constitutes the main 
resistance to heat transfer between cells. Furthermore, it 
is generally accepted that heat transport across the pits 
during polymerization can be assumed to be negligible in 
comparison with conductive heat transfer through the walls.
The model of the experimental system, which for the 
sake of simplicity has been designed with cylindrical sym­
metry, is based on the following assumptions: (1) Heat con­
duction occurs in the radial direction only; (2 ) the wood 
cell structure acts as a concentration diluent for the methyl 
methacrylate with respect to the kinetic behavior of the 
radiation induced polymerization; and (3) evaluation of the 
thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity of the composite 
(wood-monomer/polymer solution) is determined as a weighted 
mean of the individual constituents. The mathematical 
development is discussed fully in Chapter II.
xv
CHAPTER I
LITERATURE REVIEW
A . The Bulk Reaction 
Much work has been done in the area of radiolytic 
polymerization of methyl methacrylate. The free radical 
mechanism for this reaction was established by Chapiro [4] 
in 1949 and confirmed in 1952 by Landler [5]. Both authors 
deduced a free radical mechanism from data which showed 
that the reaction was inhibited by air and benzoquinone.
The free radical mechanism is characterized by three 
distinct steps: Initiation, propagation, and termination.
Initiation is the interaction of radiation with a single 
monomer unit to cause the formation of a primary radical. 
Propagation is that step where monomer units successively 
add to a radical to form a reacting polymer chain. Termina­
tion is the interaction of two radicals to form a kinet- 
ically inactive polymer species.
For radiolytic polymerization, initiation is a func­
tion of the dose rate as well as the concentration of the 
monomer. Since initiation is the only step which is 
affected significantly by the radiation, it is assumed to 
contribute entirely to the dose rate dependence of the over­
all reaction.
1
2The overall rate of reaction is generally considered 
to be controlled by the rate of the propagation step which 
is a function of the rate constant for that reaction, the 
monomer concentration, and the concentration of the free 
radicals. The mechanism for termination is determined solely 
by the concentration of the free radicals in the system. At 
high primary radical concentrations, mutual termination of 
primary radicals is controlling. For low primary radical 
concentrations, mutual termination of reacting polymer chains 
is controlling. And for intermediate primary radical concen­
trations, both mutual primary radical termination and mutual 
reacting polymer chain termination take place. In all three 
cases it is generally assumed that primary-polymer chain- 
termlnation does not occur to an appreciable extent.
For methyl methacrylate as well as for other vinyl 
monomers, the mechanism of free radical polymerization 
changes drastically at high conversions. A new controlling 
mechanism predominates which has been referred to as the 
"Gel-Effeet." Chapiro [6 ] attributes this effect to a 
reduction in the rate of termination caused by diffusion 
control of the mutual termination of two high-molecular- 
weight growing reacting-polymer-chains. He also points out 
that the controlling factors affecting the onset of the gel- 
effect appear to be the molecular weight of the polymer 
formed during the initial phase of the reaction, and the 
temperature of the reacting medium.
In the Initial phase of the reaction, the so-called 
chemica1-kinetics controlled region, the reaction shows a 
characteristic Arrhenius temperature dependence. Literature 
values for the Arrhenius temperature dependence vary widely. 
Chapiro [6 ] reports a value for the activation energy of 
4.9 Kcal/g-mole based on data obtained from publications by 
Ballantine [7] and Okamura [8 ]. Chapiro derived this value 
by adjusting the data to 20°C so as to correct for dose-rate 
differences. In his original work Ballantine [7] reports 
an activation energy of 4.25 Kcal/g-mole in the temperature 
range between -18°C and 70°C and at dose rates between (2.3 
and 2.5) x 10 rad/hr. He also points out that a significant 
temperature rise occurred during the course of the reaction.
r i  °Okamura L8 j working in the temperature range between 30 C 
and 70°C published a value of 4.0 Kcal/g-mole. He does not, 
however, report specifically the dose rate at which he worked. 
In a more recent work Liscomb and Weber [9] operating between 
-49°C and -19°C measured a value of 3.85 Kcal/g-mole at a 
dose rate of 3.77 x 10 rad/hr. It should be pointed out, 
however, that the freezing point of methyl methacrylate is 
reported to be -48.2°C [10], which raises the question of 
the validity of Liscomb and Weber’s -49°C data.
The chemlcal-kinetics controlled region is also dose- 
rate dependent. Chapiro [6 ] reports a dependence of the 0.5
O
power for low dose rates (R < 5.4 x 10 rad/hr), a dependence
3
between 0.0 and 0.5 for intermediate dose rates (5.4 x 10 <
4
g
R < 10 rad/hr) and a dose rate Independent reaction for
g
dose rates above 10 rad/hr, as can be seen in Figure 1.
He makes these conclusions based on a plot of rate of 
polymerization versus dose rate for his own data [4, 11, 12]
and that of Ballantine El3], Nikitna fl4] and Okamura [8 ,
, o
15]. He adjusts each author's data to 20 C. In Ballantine's
original work [13] he reports a dose rate dependence of 0.5
5
up to about 2 x 10 rad/hr. Nikitna and Okamura did not
report a value for dose rate dependence in their publications.
Kent [l6 j reports a dose rate dependence of 0.59 in his work
o
performed at approximately 18 C and dose rates between 3.6
4 5
x 10 rad/hr and 1.08 x 10 rad/hr. Liscomb and Weber [9]
o  ^ o
report a value of 0.33 at both -19 C and -49 C for dose rates
5 5
ranging between 1.35 x 10 rad/hr and 3.77 x 10 rad/hr.
Attempts to define an overall order of the polymeri­
zation reaction have been unsuccessful due to the predom­
inance of the gel-effect, although it is generally considered 
to be apparent zero order up to about 20% conversion [17]. 
Rabinowitch [18] derived an expression relating the reduc­
tion of the termination rate constant to the rate of diffusion 
for second order reactions. Vaughan [19] and Robertson [20] 
tried to correlate reduction of the termination rate constant 
and the rate of diffusion using the Rabinowitch equation. It 
did not, however, satisfactorily correlate with their data. 
These attempts to quantify the rates of polymerization in the 
gel-effect region have been hampered by two major factors.
Rate (moles/1iter-sec.) 10 
Ref.: Chapiro [6 ], p. 177.
100
10
P - o
.001 . 01 10
Dose Rate (rad/sec)
100
)
Figure 1. Chapiro’s Dose Rate Dependence Data
6First, the onset of the gel-effect does not occur at a 
specific value of conversion. The conversion at which the 
gel-effect begins js strongly dependent upon temperature 
of the kinetics-controlled region, and somewhat dependent 
upon dose rate. Therefore, for a moderate dose rate range 
the onset of the gel-effect is a function only of tempera­
ture. Secondly, experimental measurements in this region 
are inherently difficult. Isothermal conditions are 
almost Impossible to maintain for large reaction volumes. 
Analysis of the partly plasticized material requires dis­
solution in a suitable solvent to remove all unconverted 
monomer. The initial purity of the sample must be high 
and the reacting medium must be protected from inhibitors.
B . Polymerization in Wood 
Since polymerization of methyl methacrylate is a free 
radical mechanism, air inhibits the reaction. The presence 
of moisture also slows down the reaction [21], With this in 
mind it becomes obvious that problems arise when attempting 
to polymerize this monomer impregnated in a wood matrix. To 
this date, no attempt has been made to remove all moisture 
and gases from the wood before impregnation; therefore, 
parameters determined from bulk polymerization data could 
not be used for wood-methyl methacrylate composite systems 
[16]. In addition, consideration must be given to the effect 
of y-radiation on the wood itself. Several authors approached 
this problem by studying the effect of y-radiation on pure
7cellulose which Is the major component of wood. Pure cellu­
lose degrades appreciably due to chain sission at doses of 
1 M rad [22-31] . But because of the apparent protection 
afforded the homocellulose by the aromatic structure of the 
llgnin in wood, it is more resistant to radiation than is 
pure cellulose [l]. Free radicals are produced when cellu­
lose is exposed to high energy radiation. The free radical 
concentration is proportional to the total dose but inde­
pendent of the dose rate [32, 33]. The addition of water 
vapor to irradiated cellulose results in the very rapid dis­
appearance of up to 50% of the free radicals [25, 32, 34], 
Since water inhibits radical formation, it also slows down 
polymerization of the primary organic monomer [2 1 ].
The deposition of water in the wood structure is either 
as bound moisture in the cellulose structure or free moist­
ure in the wood lumens [35]. The wood cell is made up of 
a primary and secondary wall. The primary wall composed of 
highly lignified material forms an envelope for the largely 
cellulose secondary wall, which encloses the lumen (cell 
cavity), as shown in Figures 2a and 2b. Therefore, the 
presence of bound moisture in the cellulose structure of the 
secondary wall reduces radical production there. Also, the 
presence of the primary wall prevents transportation of 
these radicals into other lumens. Very few radicals are 
produced in the highly lignified primary wall, and once again 
the lumen is left free of radicals available for graft
8\ l;
J).— — Secondary Wall
0  D l _ ,
D  Q  
□  0  
0  0
■Primary Wall
Figure 2a. A Typical Wood Cell - Side View
Cell Cavity
Secondary
Wall
Primary
Wall
Figure 2b. A Typical Wood Cell - Top View
9polymerization. Grafting to any appreciable extent will 
occur only if the monomer penetrates into the secondary wall 
as a result of swelling (sometimes caused by the presence 
of an excess of water). If vacuum distillation or oven 
drying (or both) is used, the unbound moisture can be 
removed so as to reduce potential radical inhibitors in the 
cell lumen. When wood is soaked in methyl methacrylate only 
the cell lumens are filled by the monomer; hence the liquid 
contacts only the lumen surface [35, 36]. Therefore, for 
moisture free, degased wood one would expect polymerization 
to behave identically to that in the bulk homopolymerization 
for the same absorbed dose.
CHAPTER II
DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL
A . Kinetic Considerations
1. General Formulae
Methyl methacrylate undergoes polymerization by the 
Free Radical Mechanism. The mechanism of Free Radical 
Polymerization of methyl methacrylate (with the accompany­
ing rate equation) is outlined in stepwise fashion below 
[37] .
Primary Initiation:
M + X R- dRi e <t> I [M] (la)
dt
Chain Initiation:
k
2 d R  *
R* + M - RM* [R-HM] (lb)
Propagation:
RM- + M ^  RM• + i ^  - - k 3 tRM*][M] (1C)
Termination:
R* + r* kl* r 2 dt~ " -k‘* tR']2 (Id)
m u + V  P^ n  -  - k * I 10" ) '
10
RM* + R*n
dRM*
dt
dR.
dt -  -  k6[RM*] [ R * ]
11
(If)
where i « radiation dose rate
k - kinetic rate constants.
Additional reactions such as transfer reactions which 
effectively lead to shorter chain lengths, and termination 
by disproportionation do not alter the overall kinetic pic­
ture and are therefore not included in this development.
Structures peculiar to the methyl methacrylate system 
for the various species implied in the kinetics equations are:
M = H2C =■ C
c h3
C -  OCH3
I
0
H * , H3C - , H3C -  C.
RM- h 3c
H 3C0 -  C
1
X H c h 3t
HC -  C -  c
1 H 1
c
t 1
0 0
,c h 3
c -  och3 
I 
0
H
C*
H OCH^
‘m+n
, etc
, e t c .
m e  v H c h 31 H H
CH3
/
HC -  C —-  c c - -  C - CH
i
H3C-0-C
1
H 1. c 
/  \
H H \
c- o ch3
1
etc 1
0 0 OCH3 0
c h 3 H c h31 H
HC -  c - -  C -  C-
)
C H
l
c 
/  \
H
n
CH: e t c .
0 0 OCH3
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The development of a kinetic rate expression from the 
six basic rate equations may lead to any of several forms 
depending on the assumptions made in the development. In 
its simplest form an overall rate expression can be developed 
assuming only rate equations (la), (lc) , and (le) to be of 
importance. This is often referred to as the "simplified 
kinetics" rate expression and is developed in Section 2. a. 
below.
Several "detailed kinetics" rate expressions can be 
developed using all six basic rate equations. The classifi­
cation of these expressions depends on the dose rate used 
to initiate the polymerization. Development of rate expres­
sions for low dose rates, intermediate dose rates, and very 
high dose rates, along with a case for a very low degree of 
polymerization, is presented in Section 2.b.
Attempts to determine the dose rate dependence and 
overall order of the reaction for all of these cases has 
met with little success. In fact, even a precise dose rate 
range for the application of each specific case has not been 
defined precisely [6 , 13].
2. Development of Specific Cases [37]
a . Simplified Kinetics
In its simplest form the kinetics of radiation induced 
free radical polymerization can be described with three rate 
expressions.
Primary Initiation:
M + X R* 4^- - 4> i[m ] (2a)^  d t  m
Propagation:
RM- + M kt RM* . - “ k_ [ KM • ] [ M ] (2b)
n * n+ x. at F
Termination:
RM- + RM- ktt P - ^ 7 “  " k t [R M ' J2 (2 c ^n m * n+m d t z
At steady state conditions the rate of formation and destruc­
tion of free radicals must be equal:
4) I [M] - k,. [ RM- ] 2 <3 )m 1 J t1
Therefore, the steady state free radical concentration is:
*/2 (4)
If we assume that the kinetic chains are long, the consump­
tion of monomer is limited to the propagation step; hence, 
the overall reaction rate is:
-  -  kp [RM.](M] -  kp V 2  [M]3/2 (5)
b . Detailed Kinetics
The six rate equations on pages 10 and 11 must all be 
considered. These can be combined to yield
14
and
- k 2 [R*][M] - ks [RM* ]2 - k G [RM.J[R‘]
At steady state d lR' J - o - dIR^.‘X ; hence ,
dt  dt
(7)
[R-] - - Ck2 [M] + kg [ RM* ] + ( [k2 [M] + k6 [RM•]2] + ^ k ^ I  [M] ) V 2 (8)
(9)
2k,
K ?„[MJ + k^ [RM- ] [r 4 k ^ m I[Ml V / 2
2k, LI Ck2[M] + kJtRM.]2) " 1
and
[RM.] -  -  k s l R . j  + (kg2 [ R * ] 2 + Ak5k 2 [ R . ] [ M l ) 1/ 2
2k.
ks[k- J [A + ^k5k2 [M]Y2 .
2 k 5 \C + k s M R . ] )  1
(10)
(11)
Once again it is assumed that the kinetic chains are 
long and that monomer consumption is limited to propagation 
only. The overall rate of the reaction therefore becomes
^  - k 3[RM.][M] (12)
Four special situations can be recognized. These are devel­
oped in the following sections.
(1) Case 1. Very Low Dose Rates. For very low dose 
rates the concentration of the primary radicals [R *] is very 
low, and reactions (Id) and Of) are negligible.
At steady state,
dR-
d t 0 - <f>m I[M] - k2 [R*J [M]
(13)
hence,
m . i - y w  . y  . d o
k 2 [M] k 2
- - 0 - k2[R-][M] - k 5 [ RM I2 ; <1 5 )
hence,
[RM.] - e ) . (is)
Therefore,
• (17)
which is identical to that for simplified kinetics.
(2) Case 2. Intermediate Dose Rates. For the inter­
mediate dose rate range the concentration of secondary radi­
cals [RM*] is very high because of an acceleration of the 
chain initiation step. This causes a somewhat low primary 
radical [R-] concentration and equation (If) does not take 
place to an appreciable extent. It follows, therefore, that
-  -  0 -  <f>m l[M] -  k 2 [ R- ] [M] -  kt, [R- ] 2 ; ( 1 8 )
hence,
[ R. ]  -  _ k 2 [M] + [ Ck2 [M]) 2 + 4k ^ inI[M ] ]V2 (19)
2k_
Also,
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dRM-
dt k 2 [R-J[M] -  k 5 [RM-] 0 (21)
hence,
k 2 [M] 
( 2 k ltk s) 1/ 2
1 + ^kn^I V /2
-  1
k2^[M]
1 /2
And by combination,
(22)
(23)
k3k2
(2k ** [I k22 [M] f
1 /2
(24)
(25)
(3) Case ^ . Very High Dose Rates. For very high dose 
rates the concentration of primary radicals is very high and 
essentially all terminations occur by interaction with pri­
mary radicals [R*], that is, reaction (le) does not take 
place to an appreciable extent. Consequently,
dRM-
d t 0 -  k 2 [ R * ] [M] -  k 6 [RM-] [ R - ]
(26)
and
IRM- ]
Therefore,
fc2 [M] 
k 6
(27)
(28)
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(4) Case 4. Low Degree of Polymerization. Low degrees 
of polymerization (i.e., low molecular-weight polymer) result
Is high. In this case reaction (Id) is the controlling 
factor for determining the concentration of [R*]. Also, 
under these circumstances the depletion of monomer can no 
longer be assumed to be controlled by reaction (lc) alone. 
Both primary and chain initiation become important. There­
fore, the overall reaction rate becomes
when the steady state concentration of primary radicals (R * ]
- k 2[R-][M] + k 3[RM*][M]d £
(29)
But
% rr- -  i [m]  -  k „ [ R - ] 2 -  odt tn (30)
hence,
(31)
Similarly,
-  0 -  k 2 [ R ' H M  ] -  ksfRM' ]  [R>] ,d t
(32)
and
(33)
Finally,
(34)
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If the rate of initiation increases greatly, concen­
tration of primary radicals gets so high that the propaga­
tion, reaction (lc), does not take place to an appreciable 
extent and the following rate expression results:
(5) Applicable Case for This Work. For the four cases 
considered under Detailed Kinetics, Case 2 (Intermediate 
Dose Rate) is applicable for the available radiation source. 
The rate expression for this case is:
The form of this equation can be preserved but it can be 
greatly simplified for the purpose of experimental verifica­
tion. By suitable rearrangement the concentration may be 
represented in terms of a monomer weight fraction assuming 
that a negligible volume charge occurs during the reaction.
The specific constants and exponents may therefore be replaced 
by generalized parameters. With these modifications the rate 
expression can be written as:
in which M is Molar Concentration of monomer, MQ is initial 
molar concentration of monomer, W is the weight fraction of 
monomer, £ is the dose rate dependence, and 3 is the overall 
order of the reaction. The rate constant k' is assumed to
(35)
(36)
r (37)
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have the form of
k' - k0e"E*/RgT ■ (38)
Here kQ Is the temperature Independent rate constant, E* is 
the Arrhenius activation energy, Rg is the universal gas 
constant, and T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin.
B . Heat Transfer Considerations 
Since heat is generated by the exothermic polymeriza­
tion reaction of this monomer, heat transfer problems arise. 
Also, because the monomer is impregnated in a wood matrix, 
geometrical considerations are important. For the purpose 
of this study methyl methacrylate was impregnated into a 
cylindrical wood sample of length L and radius R. Heat 
transfer was assumed to take place by conduction only. The 
wood was assumed to be relatively homogeneous; hence, con­
stant average values of physical properties were used 
throughout the computations. An initial condition for the 
model was imposed requiring uniform initial distribution of 
the monomer in the wood. Also, the rate of change of tem­
perature in the longitudinal direction was assumed to be 
zero; that is, the infinite length assumption was employed.
1. Development of the Differential Equations
With the above assumptions in mind, and a diagram of 
a differential element of the cylinder, Figure 3, the gov­
erning equations can be readily derived.
*»2
AT
Figure 3. A Differential Element
to
o
Conduction:
Heat in: *
where
Heat out: q *
Heat generated:
- kA 3T : 3r
2irrAL
i * 3T- kA -r—r 3r
q * 2'rrrArALAH,
g
r+Ar
where Ahr - heat generated by the
reaction per unit reactor 
volume per unit time.
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(39a)
(39b)
(39c)
Heat accumulated:
q„
3T
2iirArALpCp (39d)
A summation of all of the heat contribution terms will 
yield the following:
-  k(2TTrAL) p -  +  k(27TrAL) P -  + - P  fk2nrAL P ) Ar 3r  3r 3r \ 3 r  I
+ 2TTrArALAH, 3T2TrrArALpCp
(40)
Simplifying by removal of all constants from within the 
partial derivatives and assuming constant thermal conduc­
tivity yields
32t
3r2
3T
3r
AHt 1
a
3T
3G (41)
where a - k/pCT is the thermal diffusivity.
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A specific solution to this general differential equation is 
dependent upon the boundary conditions imposed upon the
equation. For the physical system represented by this dif­
ferential equation the following boundary conditions apply:
(a) T ( r ,0) « T ; at G » 0 , T - T q for all r
st
(b) (0>Q) “ 0 ; at r - 0 , 8T/3r - 0 for all 0 .
(c ) T(R,0) - T ; a t r - R ,  T » T  for all 0
(d) T (r,°°) - T  ; at 0 - » , T = T for all r3 3
2. Normalizing the Differential Equations
Defining the following normalized variables,
u - f  - x - I • ♦ -  ^  0
o
equation (41) is reduced to the following:
To 3*v + / 1 \(To\ 3U 1 (aTo\ 3U ; (42)
T  (XR } 3X k “ ct V l t * } 3(f>r ax
therefore,
,2ah
axz ~ x ax T \ f k / 3(f»
afu i  3u /  R' anR ) au ( 4 3 )
I i
o
In a similar fashion the heat generation term becomes
Ri_ S T  .  _Ri ^ AHR L • P uo°d M g l-  . . . .
T k ' T k ' R'(M.W) monomer V ^
o o
(=g)where XK and will be derived in the next section by
expansion of Ahr . The transformed equation is written
with dimensionless boundary conditions:
(a) U(A,0) - U - 1.0
3U(0,<fr) 
<b) 3A
( C )  U < 1 ,4>) -  u a
(d) U(A,») - Ud
  /-dW^
3. Expanding Ahr to Nondimensionalize 1“^ q J
The rate of reaction is by definition,
7 .. M A dwl  .  M  “  h iv\ r2 .  M “  /-dw 'l (4 6 )
r Mo r a ) M<= w  r a j  ; " o F  r a j
Also, Ahr is equal to the heat generated per unit volume 
reactor per unit time which can be expressed mathematically 
as follows:
AHr - - R AHr , (47)
where R is equal to the rate of monomer conversion per unit 
volume reactor per unit time, and is the heat generated
per unit monomer conversion. Therefore, by definition,
_  _  V
R « r * V (48)
where v - volume of monomer
V ~ volume of the reactor.
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The volume of the monomer Is equal to the mass of monomer
divided by the density of the monomer:
v “ grams (monomer) / p(monomer) . (49)
The volume of the reactor (the reactor being the wood sample)
is equal to the mass of wood divided by the density of the 
wood:
V * grams (wood) / p(wood) . (50)
Therefore,
R = r • grams (monomer) * p(wood) (51)
grams (wood) ■ p(monomer)
and substituting the expression for r, the rate of reaction
of monomer, we get
R * M a I-dW \ • grams (monomer) • p(wood) (52)
R \ / grams (wood) . p(monomer)
Also, the initial concentration of the monomer, MQ , can be
expressed as the density of the monomer divided by the
molecular weight of the monomer.
M * p(monomer) / (M.W.)monomer (53)
and upon substitution into R.
L*pwood  . a /-d w \ (54)
(M. W. )monomer R 2  ^ d<f> )
where L - grams (monomer) / grams (wood) * Loading.
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Therefore,
- otAH L ■ p wood
' ■ ........... ■ ( = S )AH R*(M.W)monomer ^ * (55)
K
4. Electron Density Effect on a 
Nonhomogeneous System
It can be seen from the development of A h r  that the
effect of the presence of the wood manifests Itself In the
(L * p wood)
(M.w)monomer term which is a superficial initial monomer 
concentration. The wood also has another effect which is 
not obvious in the derivation of the mathematics for the 
model. This effect is a reduction in the magnitude of I, 
the dose rate absorbed by the monomer. If a mixture of com­
pounds is irradiated with Y-rays, the fraction of the total 
absorbed dose absorbed by each component of the mixture is 
proportional to the fraction of the component present by 
weight, and to the mass energy absorption coefficient for 
the component [38]. For example, the fraction of the total 
dose absorbed by the methyl methacrylate in the wood-methyl- 
methacrylate mixture is given by
IMMA  „ . ( ^ / P ) ^  (56)
I . „ MMA ---
mixture (U /p)
a mixture
where
^Pa^P)roixture “ WMMA ‘ (Pa /P)MMA + Wwood ‘ (Ma /Pjwood
for a mixture with two components; is the weight of
the methyl methacrylate divided by the weight of the mixture.
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Also, in the Compton absorption region where elastic col­
lisions are predominant, is proportional to Z/A and
equation (56) becomes
7 U  f7 /A'l
MMA * MMA * MMA (57)
1  ^ - (Z/A) , _mixture mixture
where Z ” atomic number, and A “ atomic weight.
5. Evaluation of the Differential Equations 
by Finite Difference
A first order central difference approximation for
the first derivative can be written
3Ui u i+l " u i-l
U i ’ “ I T  “ ---------- 2AX-----  * (58>
Similarly, a second order forward difference approximation 
for the second derivative yields
U " = 32ui = Ui+1 " 2Ui +  U i-1 (59)
I X 7 -  (AX)"2
Substituting into equation (45), combining similar terms
and rearranging with X * iAX gives
dU,
1 - 1rrd<t> (AX)
for 1 < i < I - 1
<60)
At the centerline i equals zero, and by L'Hopital’s Rule,
limit (l du\ d 2U (61)
X -*■ o ^ X dX / d X 2
Therefore, equation (45) reduces to
27
292U
“9X7 -  { - % )  ' $ (62)
And In finite difference terms this reduces to
dUo
dd>
4
JSX)2 Ul -  u XK ( - 0 )
(63)
for 1
Also, at the outside surface of the cylinder i 
condition C applies and
dLL
0 o r  U -  Ud<|> " ”  *'1
Summarizing the pertinent equations: 
Position Equation
I , boundary
(64)
i “ o 
(centerline)
dU
d(f>
4
TKx)7 Ul -  u + XK
(65)
1 li II.
dUi
d$ (AA) (t1) Ui+ 1 " ui - V l ]  + XK(=U )  (6 6 )
i - I 
( s u r fa c e ) U T +  U I a
(67)
CHAPTER III
BULK POLYMERIZATION
A , Methods and Materials 
The overall procedure used for bulk radiolytic polymer­
ization of methyl methacrylate requires three steps. The 
monomer, Inhibited with commercial Inhibitors, must be degased 
and distilled for purification. This step must be carried 
out under a vacuum and shielded from light. After purifica­
tion the monomer is distilled into the irradiation reaction 
ampule equipped with a rubber septum for thermocouple place­
ment. Isothermal conditions are maintained in the constant 
geometry irradiation facility and are monitored by means of 
calibrated thermocouples, one in the constant temperature 
bath and the other embedded in the reaction ampule which 
contains the monomer. The reaction ampule is accurately 
positioned in the Co®® radiation field. After initiating 
the irradiation reaction a temperature history is recorded. 
Analysis of the final solution is performed by methanol pre­
cipitation of the polymer, filtration, followed by drying to 
constant weight in a desiccator. Dosimetry is carried out 
in the reaction ampule in the same physical position using 
ice-water as the bath medium and the Fricke dosimetry tech­
nique as described by Weiss [39]. Dosimetry data obtained
28
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for this work is presented in Appendix B.
1 . Purification
Five hundred cubic centimeters (500 cc) of Rohm & Haas 
inhibited methyl methacrylate (lOOppm MEHQ) was placed in a 
residual monomer storage vessel on the purification apparatus 
as shown in Figure 4. A series of three freeze-thaw cycles 
was performed (-196°C to 25°C) to degas the sample. A 20% 
forecut, obtained at 0°C under a vacuum of one micron, was 
discarded. The middle 60% cut was then distilled at 0°C 
into the chilled residual monomer storage vessel which was 
held at zero degrees centigrade (0°C) and shielded from 
light. The residual 20%, which contains the inhibitor, was 
discarded. For the preparation of the individual samples 
a vacuum distillation at 0°C was carried out from the second­
ary residual monomer storage vessel to each reaction ampule 
into which 25 milliliters of monomer was collected.
2 * Irradiation
Each sealed reaction ampule was removed from the puri­
fication system and placed in the constant geometry, constant 
temperature irradiator-reactor shown in Figure 5. A thermo­
couple was inserted through the rubber septum into the 
monomer solution. Another thermocouple was inserted into 
the constant temperature bath. Constant bath temperature 
was maintained by filling the dewar-bath with water for 22°C 
work, ice-water for 0°C work, and ice-methanol for -28°C
air bleed
— ©
Inhibited monomer
reaction ampule
fore cut
vacuum vacuum
purified monomer
Figure 4. Purification System
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/A-thermocouple leads
sample ampule
H I
Cr^rr-- -
- O : --- -<>y=-
dewar
X  J
removable lead shield
Irradiation cannister
Figure 5. Irradiator Facility
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work. The dose rate was varied by placing a half value
layer of lead cylindrically around the entire reaction
ampule-bath system. The irradiator-reactor was placed in
60
the field of the Co y-rays which was permanently oriented 
around the ampule with cylindrical symmetry (see Figure 6 ), 
and the initial time recorded. The temperature history of 
both the reacting medium and bath were followed by periodic 
recording during the course of the reaction. The run was 
terminated after a predetermined time; then the sample was 
removed for analysis.
3. Analysis
Analysis for percent monomer converted to polymer 
was conducted using the methanol precipitation method [40]. 
The contents of the reaction ampule were weighed and placed 
into a 400 ml beaker. Three hundred milliliters of methanol 
was added to precipitate the polymer. The precipitate was 
filtered for separation and washed three times with fresh 
methanol. The polymer was then allowed to dry under ambient 
conditions for three days during which time weight deter­
minations were periodically made. It was then placed in a 
desiccator filled with CaSO^ and weighed each day until the 
weight stabilization occurred. This usually took an addi­
tional three days.
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sample
Figure 6 . Cylindrical-Source Geometry
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B . Results and Discussion
1. Reaction Rate Constants and Overall 
Order of the Reaction
A series of experiments were conducted at 0°C for 
various irradiation times. These results are presented in 
Table I and graphically in Figure 7. Two distinct regions 
occur. The first region, commonly referred to as the chem­
ical kinetics controlled region, was previously considered 
to be apparently zero order up to about 20 percent conver­
sion [17]. Although the second region, often called the 
gel-effect region, has been studied briefly by several 
authors [18, 19, 20], as yet only a qualitative picture of 
this mechanism is possible. In this regard Ballantine and 
Ohamura [13, 8 ] among others have reported problems in main­
taining isothermal conditions during the gel-effect period.
It is probable that the difficulties associated with reaction 
temperature control have contributed greatly to the lack of 
reliable data in the gel-effect region. It appears to be 
quite simply a reduction in the rate of the termination 
reactions [6 ] which leads to an increase in the rate of the 
overall reaction. The order of the reaction apparently does
not change. The temperature Independent rate constant for
_ _ w e i g ht fraction/hr
Region One is approximately 0.12 — rr— TP  » and
(rad/hr)'*
that for Region Two is about 1.1 weight fraction/hr . hence,
(rad/hr)^
between the two the rate constant changes roughly tenfold.
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TABLE I
CONVERSION VERSUS TIME DATA— THIS WORK
Conversion Average
Sample Time (Weight Rate
No. (Hours) Fraction) %/hr
5 .75 .0170 2.23
2 1 .00 .0243 2.43
7 1.00 .0246 2.46
4 1.25 .0281 2.25
9 1. 50 .0376 2.50
6 2 . 0 0 .0468 2.34
15 3 . 00 .0744 2.48
11 3.03 .0782 2. 58
10 4.00 . 1004 2. 51
14 4 .02 .0956 2.38
16 5.00 .1199 2.40
17 7.08 . 1299 2.54
19 9. 00 .2316 2.57
20 10 o o .3220 2.68
26 12. 50 .3892 3.11
24 15.00 1 . 0 0 0 0 6.67
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Figure 7. Conversion Versus Time Data
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2. Determining the Activation Energy 
and Dose Rate Dependence
Apparent variations in the literature value for the 
Arrhenius temperature dependence have been resolved by re­
evaluating each author's original data. The approach taken 
here was to examine a plot of percent conversion versus time 
for sets of published data and to extract those data which 
fell on the linear portion of the curve. A least squares 
linear regression analysis was then performed on this data 
from which a slope was obtained. In this manner it became 
possible to remove the effect of any initial induction period 
and nonisothermal data in the gel-effect region. These 
slopes were then plotted against the reciprocal of the 
absolute temperature and a logarithm linear regression per­
formed to obtain the activation energy. Table II indicates 
the slope, percent conversion per hour, for each author 
along with the temperature and the dose rate at which it was 
obtained. Ballantine's original data is shown in Figure 8 
with those points selected for regression analysis indicated. 
The least squares line through Ballantine's selected data 
Is indicated in Figure 9 with slopes of 2.62%/hr, 7.77%/hr, 
and 17.80%>/hr. It should be noted that each curve indeed 
indicates that an induction period existed. Figure 10 is a 
plot of the slopes from Figure 8 versus the reciprocal of 
the absolute temperature to yield an activation energy of 
3.81 Kcal/g-mole. Kent's original data is shown in Figure 
1 1 ; those points that were selected for regression analysis
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TABLE II
CORRECTED ACTIVATION ENERGY DATA
Author %/hr Temperature Dose Rate
Ballantine 2.62 -18 2.46 X 1 0 5
7.77 25 2.32 X 1 0 5
17.80 70 2.27 X 1 0 5
Kent 3 .16 18 + 2 3.60 X 104
5.04 18 + 2 7.49 X 104
6.86 18+2 1.08 X 1 0 5
Liscomb & Weber 3 .05 -19 3,77 X 1 0 5
2.25 -29 3.77 X 1 05
1.60 -39 3.77 X 1 05
1.10 -49 3.77 X 105
This Work
a
1.20 -28 4.86 X 104
.84 -28 2.56 X 104
1.85 0 2.56 X 104
b
2.56 0 4.86 X 104
4.32 22 4.86 X io4
aData point omitted on the basis of statistical
testing.
^Taken from slope on Figure 1.
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Linear Regression
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Figure 8 . Ballantine's Original Data
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Figure 11. Kent's Original Data
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are indicated. The least squares line through Kent's 
selected data is indicated in Figure 12 with slopes of 
3.16%/hr, 5.04%/hr, and 6 .8 6%/hr. Since all of these slopes 
are for an 18°C temperature at different dose rates, no 
activation energy can be calculated but logarithmic regres­
sion yields a dose rate dependence of 0.70.
Liscomb and Weber obtained only one data point at 
each temperature and therefore no conversion versus time 
curve is available. The plot of their conversion data 
versus the reciprocal of the absolute temperature, with its 
associated logarithm regression line is presented in Figure 
13 and the activation energy calculated is 3.85 Kcal/g-mole. 
In this work the previously mentioned conversion versus time 
data was obtained at 0°C and 4.86 x 104 rad/hr along with 
four other experimental data points in the kinetically con­
trolled region. These four points as well as the slope of 
the conversion curve in the kinetically controlled region 
were used to determine the activation energy for the reac­
tion. The refined data is presented in Table II for future
reference. On the basis of statistical analysis it was
o 4determined that the data point at -28 C and 4.86 x 10 rad/hr
was in error. It was therefore omitted from the regression
analysis. The corrected regression line for this work is
shown in Figure 14 and the calculated activation energy is
3.78 ± .04 Kcal/g-mole.
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Note:10
corrected to 4.86 x 10
1/T °K 1 Temp. Old %/hr Corrected %/hr
003663 1.85 2. 55
. 004082 -28 .84 1.16
3 7 8  g-moleE*
1 2 3 4
1/T °K” 1 x 103
Figure 14. Activation Energy Data - This Work
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The conflict in literature values for the dose rate 
dependence has not been adequately resolved. The factors 
which contribute to this inconsistency are associated with 
the measurement of the absorbed dose and are listed below:
1. Physical arrangement of the source and dose uni­
formity .
2. Spectral quality of the radiation.
3. Absorption coefficient of the measuring and 
reacting medium and each one's energy dependence.
4. The size and physical geometry of the reaction 
and measuring ampule.
The dose rate incident upon a point is dependent upon 
the physical arrangement of the radiation source. For 
radiolytic polymerization two typical arrangements have been 
used; one is the collimated beam source, and the other is the 
cylindrical source arrangement, as shown in Figure 15.
The dose rate received by a sample in the field of 
these two sources is quite different even for the equal 
strength sources. For symmetrically positioned equal 
strength sources, the cylindrical arrangement gives a flat 
radiation field, that is, a uniform dose to all parts of 
the sample. The collimated beam, on the other hand, will 
give uniform dosage only if the L/d ratio is large since 
the radiation intensity is a function of the distance from 
the source to sample. Also, typically the collimated beam 
source has air between the source and sample, whereas the
48
Collimated-Beam Geometry
li*
w«
Cylindrical-Source Geometry
\
*
Figure 15. Collimated-Beam and Cylindrical-Source Geometry
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cylindrical source has water between the source and sample. 
Because of this difference in absorbing medium between 
source and sample the dry source will have more low energy 
radiation reaching the sample since air is a poor absorber 
of Y-rays; and the cylindrical source will be composed pri­
marily of high energy radiation since water is a good 
absorber of Y-rays. This leads to the question of energy 
dependence of the absorbing medium, that is, the measuring 
medium and the reacting medium. Each medium has its own 
characteristic energy absorption coefficient for a given 
incident energy. The energy absorption coefficient for the 
measuring medium (Fricke Solution) has been found to be 
energy independent [39]. But little is known about the 
energy dependence of this coefficient for the reacting 
medium (methyl methacrylate).
This energy dependence phenomenon also becomes impor­
tant when trying to compare data obtained using X-rays with 
that obtained usingy-rays. Although both are electro­
magnetic radiation, their spectral energy distributions 
differ greatly. X-rays, being composed of more low energy 
radiation, are generally very much less penetrating than 
Y-rays which are typically high energy and very penetrating. 
Also inherent in this problem of determining the true dose 
absorbed is the effect of secondary electrons produced by 
interaction of the y-rays with the walls of the reaction or
50
measuring ampule [4l]. Secondary electrons produced from 
these interactions are known to react with the measuring 
medium (Fricke Solution) to produce higher apparent absorbed 
doses. The magnitude of this effect is dependent on the 
ratio of the volume of the measuring medium to the surface 
area of the medium exposed to the ampule walls. Nothing is 
known about the magnitude of the effect of these secondary 
electrons on the reacting medium. Therefore, an accurate 
measure of the true dose absorbed by the measuring medium, 
if obtainable, is not necessarily an accurate measure of the 
true dose absorbed by the reacting medium.
With this development as a background it seems reason­
able to assume that each author's dose rate dependence was 
representative only of the physical system he used. We 
must therefore determine a dose rate dependence for our phy­
sical system. To accomplish this, two experiments were run 
at 0°C; one at 4.86 x 10^ rad/hr, and one at 2.56 x 10^ 
rad/hr. The dose rate dependence for this range was found 
to be 0.50. On this basis we can normalize each author's 
rates of polymerization to a common dose rate. Ballantine 
did not report a dose rate dependence for his data [13] but 
worked at the same dose rate and used essentially the same 
physical condition as Llscomb and Weber. We, therefore, 
assume that Liscomb and Weber's value of 0.33 is applicable 
to Ballantine's data also. Kent reports a value of 0.59 for 
the dose rate dependence but a re-evaluation of the data
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yielded a value of 0.70.
Table III shows the temperature, rate of polymeriza-
tion, dose rate, dose rate dependence, correction factor for
4
conversion to 5 x 10 rad/hr, and corrected rate of polymer­
ization for each of the previously published data. The plot, 
Figure 16, of the corrected rate of polymerization versus 
the reciprocal of the absolute temperature, allows us to 
collect all available data. The logarithm regression line 
is shown with its associated activation energy of 3,80 ±
.04 Kcal/g-mole.
3. Predicting the Onset of the Gel-Effect
Another important question peculiar to the methyl 
methacrylate system which must be answered is: At what con­
centration does the reaction mechanism change from phase 1 , 
chemical kinetics controlling, to phase 2 , gel-effect con­
trolling? Chapiro [42] points out that the controlling 
factors appear to be the molecular weight of the polymer 
formed during phase 1 of the reaction and the reaction tem­
perature. Clearly the molecular weight of the polymer formed 
during phase 1 is a function of the dose rate and the reaction 
temperature. Therefore, for moderate dose-rate ranges (an 
order of magnitude of 3) the effect of molecular weight can 
be assumed to be negligible. The onset of the gel-effect 
then becomes a function of temperature only. A semi-log 
plot of percent conversion at which the gel-effect begins 
versus the reciprocal of the absolute temperature for
TABLE III 
NORHALIZED ACTIVATION ENERGY DATA
Author
Temperature
°K
Dose Rate 
rad/hr
Rate of 
Polymeri­
zation 
%/hr
Correction
Factor
Unitless
Corrected 
Rate of 
Polymeri­
zation 
%/hr
Ballantine -18 2.46 X 10® 2.62 .5911 1.55
(.33)b 25 2.32 X 105 7.77 .6026 4.68
70 2.27 X 105 17.80 .6070 10,80
Kent .
(.70) 18 3.60 X 104 3.16 1.2585 3.98
18 7.49 X 104 5.04 .7536 3.80
18 1.08 X 105 6.86 .5833 4.00
Liscomb & Weber -19 3.77 X 105 3.05 .5134 1.57
(.33)^ -29 3.77 X i o f 2.25 .5134 1.16
-39 3.77 X 105 1.60 .5134 .82
-49 3.77 X 105 1.10 .5134 .56
This Work -28 2.56 X
101
.84 1.3975 1.17
(.50)b 0 2.56 X 104 1.85 1.3975 2.58
0 4.86 X 104 2.56 1.0143 2.60
22 4.86 X 104 4.32 1.0143 4.38
Correction factor - (5 x 104)Dose **te ^ P e ^ n c e
(Dose Rate)Dose **te Dependence 
bDose rate dependence for each author
Ra
te
, 
%/
hr
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100
Ballantlne (0.33)
Kent (0.67)
Liscomb and Weber (0.33) 
This Work (0.50)
50
All data normalized to 
5 x 10^ rad/hr
20
10
S E* = 3.80 t 0.04 Kcal/g-mole
0.5
2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0
1/T °K“ 1 x 103 
Figure 16. Normalized Activation Energy Data
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Ballantine and Kent's data (10° rad/hr), Figure 17, supports 
this thesis. It should be pointed out that both authors 
obtained their data under nonisothermal conditions, thus 
causing a premature initiation of the gel-effect. The onset 
of the gel-effect was determined by observing the point at 
which the percent conversion versus time curve for these 
nonisothermal systems deviated from linearity. For isothermal 
conditions it is the opinion of the present author that the 
slope would be the same, that is, 0 .2 2 , but the gel-effect 
would occur in all cases at higher conversions.
Referring back to Figure 7, it can be seen that for 
this isothermal set of data the gel-effect occurs at 30 
percent conversion. The appropriate equation for the curve 
through this point is presented below and has been used to 
predict the onset of the gel-effect in the present study:
l o g 10 (WG) - 220.44/T - 1.33025 (68)
lo
g(
Cg
e
l
)
55
.3
“ percent conversion for 
the onset of gel-effect
Slope ■ 0.22
.2
. 1
O Ballantine
A  Kent
.0
2.8 3.4 3.
1/T °K-1 x 103
3.8 4.0
Figure 17. Gel-Effect Versus Reciprocal of Absolute 
Temperature
CHAPTER IV
POLYMERIZATION IN A WOOD MATRIX
A . Methods and Materials 
The polymerization of methyl methacrylate impregnated 
in a wood matrix requires two additional steps over that 
of bulk polymerization. Initially, as in bulk polymeri­
zation, the monomer must be degased and distilled for 
purification. In addition to this step the wood must also 
be degased by vacuum separation and dried to zero unbound- 
moisture content. When both constituents are pure the 
mating of the two occurs in the step called impregnation. 
This step takes place at approximately 50 psig pressure 
whereby the monomer is forced into the wood matrix at a
rapid rate. Irradiation is then carried out at constant
o
geometry, using 26 C water as the heat transfer medium. 
Fricke dosimetry is performed under the same conditions. 
Dose rate data is shown in Appendix B.
1. Purification
a. Bulk monomer was purified, as described in 
Chapter III. A. 1., up to transfer into the secondary 
residual storage vessel.
b. The purification of the wood sample was carried
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out in eight steps. A sample of 2.25" x 2.25" x 12" wood 
was selected which had been kiln-dried to approximately 
10% moisture content. The sample was placed in an oven 
at 110°C and dried to constant weight. This will be 
referred to as bone-dry wood. The sample was then placed 
on a lathe and machined into a cylinder of 2 .1 0" diameter 
by 10" length. The sample was then returned to the oven 
and again dried at 110°C to constant weight. It was then 
brought back to the lathe where the final dimensions were 
formed at 1.996" diameter and 8 " length. This sample was 
gently forced into an aluminum cylinder 2.0" O.D., .002"
wall thickness, and 8.5" length and sealed at both ends
with brass plugs fitted with teflon seals. One of the
brass plugs was equipped with an on-off valve. Holes 
were drilled at appropriate points along the cylinder for 
thermocouple placement. An illustration of the constructed 
apparatus can be seen in Figure 18. The thermocouples 
were sealed in position above the aluminum cylinder with 
a commercially available epoxy cement as shown in Figure 
18. After allowing the cement to polymerize for 24 hours, 
a vacuum was drawn on the wood sample through the valve.
The vacuum pump was allowed to pull on the samples until
a 50 microns of Hg. vacuum could be maintained for 30
minutes on the Isolated sealed system.
Thermocouple 2
Center11
t '
Thermocouple 1
Figure 18. Sample Arrangement
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2 . Impregnation
Impregnation was carried out by connecting the 
secondary residual storage vessel to a valve on a 400 cc 
sample bomb. The monomer was transferred from the residual 
flask into the evacuated sample bomb under moderate nitro­
gen pressure. Impregnation of the wood specimen from the 
sample bomb took place in a similar fashion whereby the 
monomer was driven into the wood under a nitrogen pressure 
of 50 psig. The system (see Figure 19) was maintained in 
this disposition for eight hours. At that time the valve 
was closed and the sample bomb removed. A sample from 
the 400 cc sample bomb was analyzed by methanol extraction, 
as described in Chapter III. A. 3., to determine the initial 
conversion (if any) .
3. Irradiation
After impregnation the sample was placed in the 
irradiation container and the container was filled with 
26°C water. The sample was placed in a position of con­
stant-reproducible geometry. The cylinder was then lowered 
into the outer cylinder of the Co®°-T-irradiation source.
The initial time and temperatures were recorded. Every 
two hours for the first six hours, temperatures were read 
for each of the thermocouples monitoring the system.
After six hours temperature measurements were made every 
fifteen minutes. Once the temperature dropped back to
60
monomer 
sample bomb
wood sample
dry nitrogen
cylinder
Figure 19. Impregnation Apparatus
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the initial 26°C the cylinder was raised and the sample 
removed.
4. Analysis
The polymerized wood-plastic sample was removed from 
the aluminum casing after disengaging the thermocouples. 
The overall loading was determined by measuring the weight 
of the sample after removal from the field of radiation.
It was then cut into three equal portions so that the 
loading distribution could be evaluated by a radiographic 
technique. A Phillips Norelco 300 KV constant potential 
X-ray machine was used to radiograph the sample slices.
This machine was operated at 100 KV, 3 ma, at 53 inches 
source to sample distance using type M Kodak film for 45 
seconds exposure. The cassetts were loaded with a 20 mil. 
lead backing screen to prevent fogging by scattered radia­
tion. The wood samples were placed immediately against 
the front of the cassetts.
B . Results and Discussion 
1. General Discussion
A series of twelve experimental runs were made to 
study the derived theoretical model which describes the 
process of radiolytic polymerization of methyl methacry­
late in wood. Initially a bone-dry wood sample with no 
methyl methacrylate was run to determine if y-ray inter­
action with the wood caused appreciable heating. The
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results of this blank run (sample number zero) are pre­
sented In Table IV. It should be pointed out that the 
temperature of the water surrounding the cobalt 60 source 
was23.5°C; hence the initial temperature rise was due to 
heat transport from the medium to the wood sample.
The first methyl methacrylate impregnated sample was 
positioned with its longitudinal axis parallel to the ver­
tical axis of the source. It was found that some monomer 
flow occurred setting up a concentration gradient in the 
sample from top to bottom. This can be seen in Figure 20 
where "T" indicates a slice cut from the top of the sample, 
"C" indicates a slice cut from the center of the sample, 
and "6 " indicates a slice cut from the bottom of the sam­
ple. The dark area in the figure is monomer free and, 
conversely, the light area is the region of monomer pene­
tration. These concentration gradients promoted uneven 
heat generation along the axis of the sample and consequently 
an axial temperature gradient as shown in Table V. This 
condition does not satisfy one of the basic assumptions 
of the mathematical model; namely, that of no axial heat 
flow. Because of this result, all future runs were made 
with the length perpendicular to the vertical axis of the 
source.
A summary of the data obtained from the remaining 
ten samples is presented in Table VI where Tj; is the
maximum temperature obtained experimentally at the center-
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TABLE IV 
TEST FOR Y-HEATING
Temperature at Thermocouple Number*
1 2 3 4 5 6
Time °C °C °C °C °C °C
Zero 23 .5 23 .5 23.5 23.5 23. 5 23. 5
10 minutes 25.0 23. 5 23.5 23. 5 23.5 23.5
30 minutes 25.0 23. 5 23.5 23 . 5 23. 5 23.5
1 hour 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0
2 hours 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0
6 hours 25. 0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0
* Thermocouple Position
cFigure 20. Vertical Sample
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TABLE V 
VERTICAL SAMPLE DATA
Temperature at Thermocouple Number*
1 2 3 4 5 6
Time °C °C °C °C °C °C
Zero 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 hour 25 22 22 22 22 22
2 hours 25 25 25 25 25 25
3 hours 25 27 27 27 27 27
4 hours 25 27 27 27 27 27
5 hours 26 28 28 28 28 28
6 hours 26 28 28 28 28 29
7 hours 26 28 28 31 30 33
8 hours 26 32 35 38 37 39
9 hours 26 35 30 29 29 29
10 hours 26 27 27 27 27 27
11 hours 25 25 25 25 25 25
* Thermocouple Position
centerline
TABLE VI 
PERTINENT DATA ON WOOD SAMPLES
Sample
No.
Density
P
Loading
L P L
Te max» 3C 8 jj , Hours Loading
ClassCenterline 1/2 R Centerline 1/2 R
2a 0.563 74.1 41.7 32 32 11.00 11.00 Non-uniform
3a 0.551 90.2 49.7 59 47 7.75 7.67 Non-uniform
a
4 0.588 75,7 44.5 38 35 8.35 8.25 Non-uniform
5* 0.583 75.6 44.1 38.5 35.5 8.50 8.45 Non-uniform
6* 0.630 52.4 33.0 40 33.5 7.75 7.75 Shell
7a 0.579 92.7 53,7 72 61.5 6.75 6.83 Uniform
8S 0.659 74.8 49.3 71 60 7.20 7.25 Uniform
9a 0.580 98.7 57.2 72 60 6.89 7.00 Uniform
!Ob 0.560 102.6 57.4 58 46 8.67 8.67 Uniform
llb 0.567 98.0 55.6 63 50.5 9.00 9.00 Uniform
a = High Dose Rate 
b = Low Dose Rate
©
©
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line position in the sample and 0£ is the time required 
to reach the maximum temperature for the experimental runs. 
Samples are classified according to the quality of the 
loading of monomer obtained. These classes are: ”U"
designating uniform loading, "NU" designating non-uniform 
loading, and "S" designating shell loading. A blank is 
also Included for contrast and is indicated by the letter­
ing "BL." A radiograph of these sample classes is shown 
in Figure 21.
The condition of the loading became an important 
factor to consider when testing the mathematical model.
One assumption imposed in the derivation of the model was 
uniform initial loading. On this basis samples 2 through 
6 could not be used to quantitatively test the model, 
although qualitative Judgments can be made on the basis 
of their results. Figure 22 depicts the nature of the 
non-uniformity which existed in each of these samples.
This non-uniform loading is believed to be primarily a 
result of the impregnation technique. Initially, impreg­
nation was carried out by allowing the wood sample which 
was under a vacuum to draw the monomer into the sample.
Once the sample was loaded, nitrogen was bubbled through 
the monomer, raising the pressure to atmospheric. It was 
found that with this technique, loading varied greatly in 
absolute amount and was generally non-uniform. The tech­
nique described in Chapter III, Section B.2 was then
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Figure 21. Sample Classes
Figure 22. Samples 2-6 - Non-uniform Samples
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employed for the remaining samples and all of these were 
loaded heavily and uniformly. Their specific class has 
been Indicated in Table VI along with pertinent Information 
about the temperature profiles. Also, the position of the 
centerline thermocouple is indicated for sample two by the 
extremely light line extending from the outer radius to 
the sample center. This is typical of the position of the 
centerline thermocouple for all samples.
2. Testing the Model
Samples 7 through 11 are the uniformly loaded samples 
as shown in Figure 23 and therefore were used to test the 
model. Sample 8 shows the relative position of the center- 
line thermocouple for these samples as a light line from 
the outer radius to the center of the sample.
In order to test the mathematical model quantitatively 
all of the physical parameters must assume pertinent values. 
The differential equation which defines the radiolytic 
polymerization of methyl methacrylate in a cylindrical 
wood sample is:
(69)
where XK » a AH L • p wood K
Tq  k (M.W) monomer
d<J>
where yk - r2i5/o
a n d  ~rrr ■ Y K  . k T ° U
a) O
(70)
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Figure 23. Samples 7-11 - Uniform Samples
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Literature values can be provided for most of these 
physical constants although some are evaluated experimen­
tally. A list of all constants used in the equation, and 
how they were determined, is presented in Appendix C.
With all of the physical constants defined, the two 
bulk parameter constants, XK and YK, can be calculated for 
each sample. Table VII shows the magnitude of these con­
stants for sample 3 and each of the uniform samples. A 
calculation of each of these constants for sample 7 is 
presented in Appendix C.
With the two parameters XK and YK determined for 
each sample the solution of the differential equations 
was carried out on the IBM-360 digital computer using the 
MIMIC program [43], detailed in Appendix D, for generating 
theoretical profiles. These profiles give the temperature 
as a function of time and radial position, and the monomer 
concentration as a function of time and radial position. 
Experimentally, the temperature was recorded as a function 
of time and radial position. No monomer concentration 
profiles could be obtained experimentally because there 
is no known experimental technique available to determine 
this information.
Comparison of the theoretical temperature profiles 
with experimental data was carried out on an individual 
sample basis. For sample number 7 a plot of temperature 
versus time is shown in Figure 24. Two criteria of
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TABLE VII 
BULK PARAMETERS: XK AND YK
Sample N o . XK YK
3 -0.940 206.5
7 -0.992 208.9
8 -0.889 194.9
9 -1.04 208.9
10 -1.05 169.2
11 -1.03 166.1
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Figure 24. Sample 7 - Temperature Versus Time
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effectiveness are important in determining quantitatively 
the fit of the theoretical curve to the experimental data. 
The two criteria are the maximum temperature reached at 
the centerline, Tmffx , and the time required to reach the 
maximum temperature, 0 . These two criteria will be sub­
scripted Te max and ©E when referring to experimental 
curves, and TTh and ©Th when referring to theoretical
curves.
It can be seen from Figure 24 that TTh max equals
78°C and ©Th equals 7.13 hours. Because two thermocouples
were placed at the centerline and their results did not 
match, two sets of experimental parameters can be found:
TE maxi for thermocouple 1 equals 69.5°C, and Te max3 f°r 
thermocouple 3 equals 72°C. Similarly, 0£i equals 6.75 
hours and ©„ equals 7.12 hours. The maximum error is 
associated with thermocouple 3 and was calculated to be 
10.9% for T,av and 5.3% for 0 .
Sample number 8 can be analyzed in the same manner. 
Figure 25 is a plot of temperature versus time for both 
the theoretical curve and experimental data. The T ^  max 
equals 64°C and ©Th equals 7.81 hours, while T£ max equals
72°C and ©E equals 7.25 hours. The percent error in
Tmax is 12*5% and for 0 it equals 7.2%.
Figure 26 is a plot of temperature versus time for 
the theoretical curve and experimental data on sample 9.
The Tq>h max equals 84.8°C and ©Th equals 7.08 hours,
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whereas TE max equals 72°C and ©E equals 7.00 hours.
The percent error in Tmqif is 15.1% and for 0 equals 1.1%.
The above samples (samples 7-9 ) were all run exper­
imentally at the same dose rate. The next two samples,
10 and 11, were run experimentally at a much lower dose 
rate to check the reliability of the dose rate dependent 
term in the differential equations. As was expected both 
samples generated temperature profiles of a lesser magni­
tude and required greater length of time to reach the 
maximum temperature.
Application of the same quantitative criteria as 
used on samples 7, 8 , and 9 gave approximately the same 
relative errors. For sample 10 the experimental data is 
graphed in Figure 27 along with the theoretical curve.
The max equals 6 6 .6°C and 0 ^  equals 9.26 hours,
while Te max equals 58°C and 0£ equals 8.75 hours. The
percent error in Tmax is 12.9% and for 0 equals 5.5%.
Graphical representation of the experimental data and the 
theoretical curve for sample 11 is presented in Figure 28. 
The TTh max equals 63.8°C and equals 9.41 hours,
while T Emax equals 63°C and 0E equals 9.08 hours. The
percent error associated with TmaY is 1.3% and with 0
is 3.5%.
In summary, the greatest observable error for all 
of the samples was 15% for Tmav and 7.2% for 0 .
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As pointed out previously, experimental and theoret- 
leal information is available for temperature versus the 
radial position in the sample. Two typical curves are 
presented in Figure 29 and Figure 30. Figures 29 and 30 
are plots of the experimentally observed temperature versus 
the radial position at the time when the tempera+u e at 
the centerline was a maximum, and the theoretical tempera­
ture versus the radial position at the time when the 
theoretical temperature was approximately equal to the 
experimental maximum temperature. The non-uniform sample, 
sample 3, is plotted in Figure 29, and the uniform sample, 
sample 9, is plotted in Figure 30 as typical examples of 
the profiles for these two classes of samples. It should 
be noted that greater deviation occurs in the case of the 
non-uniform samples, as is expected. Also of interest is 
the shape of the temperature versus time curve for a 
radial position other than the centerline. Figure 31 is 
a plot of both the experimental data and the theoretical 
curve for sample 7 showing typical curves at the half 
radial position. Qualitatively it can be observed that 
the curves are of the same form and shape as that for the 
centerline position. Quantitatively, by applying the 
two basic criteria (T^ , n^x 2*1/2 R e<Juals 62°C,
(TE max s \ / 2  R e«oals 55°c- <®E 2 > 1 / 2  „ eqoala 7.00 hours,
(0E 5*1/2 R e<lua:is 6 -83 hours, (TTh nax^i/2 r  e(Juals 
6 4,8°C, and (°T h )1/2 ^ equals 7.24 hours. The maximum
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error is associated with thermocouple number two and the 
values are 15.1% for (TE max)1/2 r» and 5-7% for (0 e^i/2 R' 
This is within the limits of observable error for centerline 
profiles.
Another point of interest from the purely theoretical 
side is the monomer concentration as a function of time 
and radial position. Since the temperature profiles are 
a function of the monomer concentration, one would expect 
for reasonably well matched theoretical and experimental 
temperature profiles that the concentration profiles could 
conceivably represent the true value of monomer concentra­
tion as a function of time and radial position. With this 
in mind a plot of the theoretical concentration versus 
time for both the low dose rate, sample 1 1 , and high dose 
rate, sample 9, cases is presented in Figure 32. These 
curves, of course, exhibit the same properties as their 
parent curve for bulk polymerization from which their rate 
equations were developed. It is interesting to note that 
there is little apparent nonlinearity developed as a result 
of the temperature rise which occurred, particularly in the 
gel-effect region. A typical monomer concentration versus 
radial position in the gel-effect region (Figure 33) shows 
that polymerization is greatest in the center of the sample.
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3. Won-uniform Samples
By examining simultaneously Figure 22 and Table VI, 
certain qualitative deductions can be made. Since the 
centerline thermocouple resides in a position of low 
monomer concentration for samples 2, 4, 5, one would expect 
that Tmax centerline would be lower than that for a uni­
formly loaded sample of the same overall loading. This 
fact was supported, experimentally, for in these samples 
Tmax centerline had values of 32^, 38^0, and 38.5°C, respect­
ively, as compared to about 71°C for uniformly loaded sam­
ples. The data obtained on these samples are shown in 
Figures 34, 35, and 36, respectively.
Sample 3, although non-uniform, exhibited few areas 
of non-uniformity and the thermocouple resided in an area 
of heavy loading. It would therefore be expected that the 
Tmax centerline would be somewhat lower than for uniform 
loading, or for a theoretical curve, but considerably 
greater than for samples with thermocouples residing in 
non-uniform areas. This effect is demonstrated in Figure 
37 by comparing the experimental and theoretical curves.
Sample 6 fell into a special class referred to as 
shell loading. Also, this sample was the only one which 
not only exhibited loading non-uniformities but a non- 
uniform wood structure existed. As expected, this sample 
also exhibited a low Tmoy centerline of 40°C. The results 
for sample 6 are presented in Figure 38.
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Another point of interest observed was that the time 
required to reach the maximum temperature was consistently 
longer for non-uniform samples as compared to uniform 
samples for the same dose rate. This, of course, could 
have manifest itself as a result of the higher absolute 
value of the temperatures in the uniform samples.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following conclusions and recommendations are 
offered, based on the experimental and theoretical results 
presented in the previous chapters.
A . Conclusions
1. An empirical rate equation of the form 
(-dw/dO) * kQ e-E*/RT x? was proposed to describe the
radiolytic polymerization of methyl methacrylate. Experi­
mental data was obtained to evaluate each of the parameters 
in the equation. The overall order of the reaction, 
was found to be zero. The rate constant kQ was found to 
have two values, one for the kinetics controlled region
equal to 0 . 1 2 weight fraction  ^ and one for the gel-effect
hr. -(rad/hr) ■ *>
region equal to 1 . 1 0 hr*6!) *rad/£r)°5 * The activation
energy associated with the rate constant for this reaction 
was determined to be 3.80 Kcal/g-mole, and the dose rate 
dependence, € , for our system was found to be 0.5. After 
reviewing much literature concerning the dose rate depend­
ence of this reaction it was concluded that no universal 
value Independent of the system used could be determined 
for £ . This conclusion was based on the fact that the
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true absorbed dose received by a sample is a function of 
the spectral quality of the radiation, the absorption co­
efficients of the measuring medium and the reacting medium, 
their energy dependence, and the size and physical geometry 
of the measuring and reacting medium ampules.
2. A model was developed to describe the radiolytic 
polymerization of methyl methacrylate in a wood matrix.
A match of the experimental data to the theoretical curves 
yielded a maximum error in T__„ of 15.1% and a maximum
DlaA
error in 0 of 7.2%. This author feels that this is good 
agreement, considering the complexity of the system. With 
this in mind it can be concluded that it was demonstrated 
that data obtained for bulk polymerization could be applied 
to the polymerization of the same monomer in wood. Also, 
the dose rate and dose rate dependence for a homogeneous 
system can be applied to a heterogeneous system if correc­
tions are made for the differences in the electron density 
of the two systems. The dependence of the temperature 
profiles on the superficial monomer concentration, L •pwood/ 
M,w^monomer’ was evidenced, although experimental scatter 
did not permit a quantitative evaluation. Small amounts 
of heat transfer took place in -he axial direction with a 
maximum temperature difference of 3°C for thermocouples 
placed 2 inches apart. It is this author's belief that 
although this casts some doubt on the infinite length 
assumption the primary contribution to this temperature
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difference is the slight non-uniformity of the radiation 
field. The assumption of constant thermal conductivity 
calculated on the basis of the weighted average properties 
of the monomer-polymer solution and bone-dry wood appears 
to be adequate, but may have contributed to the observed 
discrepancies between experimental and theoretical pro­
files. An examination of each of the temperature profiles 
leads to the conclusion that the amount of heat within the 
sample based on theoretical curves is always greater than 
the amount of heat contained within the sample based on 
experimental curves. This fact casts some doubt on the 
accuracy of the constant wall temperature assumption, 
although experimentally the wall temperature did not rise 
over 2°C for any sample.
B . Recommendations
1 . The rate constant for the gel-effect region was 
calculated from limited data because of the difficulty of 
determining the amount of polymer formed in the thick 
viscous gel. It is recommended that this area be inves­
tigated more thoroughly in an attempt to define more pre­
cisely the reaction rate constant for the gel-effect 
region. In the latter part of the experimental stages of 
this work it was noted that polymer formed in the stored 
monomer precipitated during the first stage of the freeze- 
thaw cycle. This suggests that polymer might be separated
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from the monomer by freezing the solution and then drawing 
off the monomer during the thaw cycle by vacuum evaporation.
2. The dose rate dependence of this reaction has not 
been adequately resolved. Work must be done in the areas 
of determining the effect of the spectral quality of radi­
ation on the rate of polymerization, determining the 
energy dependence of the absorption coefficient for methyl 
methacrylate, and determining the magnitude of the effect 
of edge-effects on the rate of polymerization for different 
size reaction ampules.
3. Any attempt to reduce the differences observed 
between the theoretical and experimental temperature 
profiles presented in this work would most logically pro­
ceed along the lines of determining the temperatures and 
concentration dependence of the thermal conductivity and 
thermal dlffusivity and evaluation of a wall heat transfer 
coefficient to replace the constant wall temperature 
assumption.
4. Application of the information presented in this 
work to commercial techniques would require an evaluation 
of the effect of commercial inhibitors on the rate of 
polymerization as well as the effect of air and moisture 
present in the wood on both the rate of polymerization and 
the thermal properties of the composite. A logical 
approach to evaluating the effect of these parameters on 
the rate of polymerization would be to set up a three-level
99
factorial experimental design adding known quantities of 
each impurity to previously purified monomer.
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APPENDIX A
NOMENCLATURE
monomer concentration 
gamma ray
kinetic rate constants 
primary radicals formed 
dose rate
time in derived expressions 
time in empirical expression 
constant (effective rate constant) 
secondary radicals
tertiary and higher order radicals
initial monomer concentration
weight fraction monomer
dose rate dependence
overall order of the reaction
activation energy
universal gas constant
temperature
heat flux
thermal conductivity 
radial position in sample 
differential element of sample length 
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heat generated by a reaction per unit 
time per reactor volume 
density 
heat capacity 
thermal diffusivity 
dimensionless temperature 
dimenslonless radial position 
dimensionless time 
heat of reaction
rate of monomer reacting per unit 
volume per unit time 
rate of monomer reacting per unit reactor 
volume per unit time 
volume of the monomer 
volume of the reactor 
atomic number 
atomic weight
first derivative of U with respect to * 
second derivative of U with respect 
to X
percentage conversion for onset of 
gel-effect 
slope
weight fraction methyl methacrylate 
dose absorbed by methyl methacrylate 
in the methyl methacrylate-wood 
mixture
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mixture
(Ma/p)
max
^Th max
(TE tnax^/; r
(TTh max)i / 2  R
0!
e,Th
(0£ )l/2
(©Th) j / ;
dose absorbed by the mixture 
mass energy absorption coefficient 
maximum temperature observed experi­
mentally at the centerline position 
in the sample 
maximum temperature observed from the 
theoretical curve at the centerline 
position
maximum temperature observed experi­
mentally at the half radial position 
maximum temperature observed theoret­
ically at the half radial position 
time required to reach the maximum
temperature observed experimentally 
at the centerline 
time required to reach the maximum 
temperature observed theoretically 
at the centerline 
time required to reach the maximum
temperature observed experimentally 
at the half radial position 
time required to reach the maximum 
temperature observed theoretically 
at the half radial position
APPENDIX B 
DOSE RATE DATA
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Figure 39. Bulk Polymerization Fricke Dosimetry
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Figure 41. Wood-Polymer Fricke Dosimetry Data 
Dose Rate
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- Low
DOSE RATE CALCULATIONS FROM FIGURES 39*40,41
Bulk Polymerization Fricke Dosimetry 
High Dose Rate
Fig. 39. Slope = 0.0275
Dose Rate * I ■ 2.94 x 104 rad/optical density
(slope) x 60 minutes/hour
2.94 x 104 (.0275)(60)
- 4 ,86 x 104 rad/hr
Low Dose Rate
Fig. 39. Slope = 0.0145
Dose Rate = I - 2.94 x 104 (0.0145)(60)
* 2.56 x 104 rad/hr
Wood-Polymer Fricke Dosimetry
High Dose Rate 
Fig. 40. 
Dose Rate
Low Dose Rate 
Fig. 41. 
Dose Rate
Slope ■ 0.0425 
- I  - 2.94 x
■ 7.50 x
Slope = 0.0256 
= I - 2.94 x
4.52 x
104 (0.0425)(60) 
104 rad/hr
104 (0.0256)(60) 
104 rad/hr
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APPENDIX C
EVALUATION OF THE CONSTANTS 
IN THE MODEL EQUATIONS
LIST OF PHYSICAL CONSTANTS 
FOR THE MODEL EQUATIONS
A . Literature Values References
Thermal Diffusivity
Wood * .0082 to .0085 ft2/hr 44, 45
Methyl Methacrylate * .00395 ft2/hr 46, 47
Heat of Reaction = AHp
AHp * 13 Kcal/g-mole
- 2.34 x 104 BTU/#mole 48
Thermal Conductivity = k
Wood = .079 to .090 BTU/hr-ft-°F 45
Methyl Methacrylate = .104 BTU/hr-ft-°F 46
No literature value has been found for the thermal 
conductivity of methyl methacrylate. Apparently, due to 
the difficulty of obtaining a thermal conductivity value 
for a thermally polymerizable monomer, there are no pub­
lished data available. Therefore, the thermal conductivity 
of poly methyl methacrylate was used as a first approxi­
mation to the thermal conductivity of the monomer.
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Experimentally Determined Values 
Loading ■ L
0.748 1 L ^ 1.026 
Density of Wood = P wood 
0.560 p wood <_ 0.659
Initial Temperature ■ TQ 
T0 ■ 538.8°R 
Radius of the Sample » R 
R - .083167 ft 
Dose Rate - I
High Dose Rate - I * « 7.50 x 10^ rad/hr
a
1 4Low Dose Rate * 1^ - 4.48 x 10 rad/hr
^Dose Rata Dependence = £
e - 0.5
2Arrhenius Activation Energy = E*
E* * 3.80 Kcal/g-mole 
Temperature Independent Rate Constants - kQ 
= 0.12 for Kinetics Controlled Region
ko 2 ■ 1.10 for Gel-Effect Region
ISee page 50.
2See Figure 16, page 53.
3See page 34, and Figure 7, page 36.
ELECTRON DENSITY CORRECTION
4
High Dose ■ Jmixture " 7.50 x 10 rad/hr
Assume wood is primarily cellulose, 
( ^ c e l l u l o s e  " 9 6 / 1 8 0  ’ 533
(z /a ,m m a ” 54/100 * •540
(z/*)»ixture ' E "i <Z/A>i
Sample 7.
rMMA
.927
.481 Wwood - .519
(Z/A)mixture - (.481)(.54) + (.519)(.533)
.536
*MMA " ^mixture
* 7 . 5 0 10
WMMA (z/a>MMA 
TZ7ATmixt"re '
(.481)(.54) 
 (.536)— - 3 . 6 3 10 rad/hr
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wood
K
To
a
MMA
kMMA
♦See
CALCULATION OF XK AND YK FOR SAMPLE 7
* 0.579 g/cc , L - 0.927 , L ■ pwood - 0,537 g/cc ,
- 0.5
“ 538.8°R (M■ W) - 100 , * 1 ™ . “ 3.63 • 104 rad/hrmonomer ’ MMA
- .00395 ft2/hr WOod - .0085 BTU/hr-ft-°R
- .104 ft2/hr k wood - .082 BTU/hr-ft-°R
Avg a - I 0*hjjia + awoo<1]/(L +
- [(.00395 (.927) + .0085]/l.927
- .00631 ft2/hr
Avg k - [kUMA (L) + k wood]/ (L + 1 )
- [(.104)(.927) + .082]/l.927
- .0926 BTU/hr-ft-°R
XK - - aAHjj, L ■ P wood 
T k (M.W),
YK
monomer
- (.00631)(2.34 • 104)(0.537)(62.4)
538,8 (.0926)(100)
- 0.992
R2 / a - ( .083167)2 (3.63 * 104)*5/(.00631)
208.9
Appendix C, page 114, for calculation of •
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APPENDIX D 
COMPUTER PROGRAM
MIMIC SOURCE— LANGUAGE PROGRAM
$PAR
DL2 0 . 0 1
TO 299.
TA 299.
XK -1.04
YK 208.9
DT 0.05
DTMAX 0.2
DTMIN 0 .
$PRO
RCE BSP(ZIN.WIN)
LWG 220.44/ZIN - 1.33025
WGI 1. - EXP(LWG,10.)
V -1910./ZIN
VE YK*EXP(V)
LV FSW(WIN,0.,0.,1.)
NLV NOT(LV)
LV KO FSW(WIN - WGI,1.1,0.12,0.12)
NLV KO 0.0
RCE ESP(KO,VE)
ZO TO*UO
RCE CSP(ZO,WO)
RSP(KOO,VEO)
1DWO KOO*VEO
WO INT(-lDWO,1,)
1DUO 4.*(Ul-UO)/ (DL2) + XK*(-1DWO)
UO INT(1DUO,1.)
Z1 TO*Ul
RCE CSP(71,Wl)
RSP(KOI,VE1)
1DW1 K01*VE1
Wl INT(-1DW1,1.)
1DU1 (U2*2.-3.*U1 UO)/DL2+XK*(-1DW1)
U1 INT(1DU1,1.)
Z2 TO*U2
RCE CSP(Z2,W2)
RSP(K02,VE2)
1DW2 K02*VE2
W2 INT(—1DW2,1.)
1DUZ (3.*U3/2.-5.*U2/2. + Ul) / (DL2) XK*(-1DW2)
U2 INT(1DU2,1.)
Z3 TO*U3
RCE CSP(Z3,W3)
RSP(K03,VE3)
1DW3 K03*VE3
W3 INT(-1DW3,1.)
1DU3 (4.*U4/3.-7.*U3/3. + U2)/ (DL2)+ XK*(-1DW3)
U3 INT(1DU3,1.)
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Z4 TO*U4
RCE CSP(Z4,W4) 
RSP (K04 , VE4)
1DW4 K04*VE4
W4 INT(-1DW4,1.)
1DU4 (5.*U5/4.-9.*U4/4.+U3)/ (DL2)+XK*(-1DW4)
U4 INT(1DU4,1.)
Z5 TO*U5
RCE CSP(Z5,W5) 
RSP(K05,VE5)
1DW5 K05* VE5
W5 INT(-1DW5,1.)
1DU5 (6 .*U6/5. -11.*U5/5.4 U4)/(DL2)+XK*(-1DW5)
U5 INT (1DU5,1.)
Z6 INT(1DU5,1.)
Z6 TO*U6
RCE CSP(Z6 ,W6 ) 
RSP(K06,VE6)
1DW6 K06*VE6)
W6 INT(-1DW6,1.)
1DU6 (7.*U7/6.-13.*U6/6.4U5)/(DL2)4XK*(-1DW6)
U6 INT(1DU6,1.)
Z7 TO*U7
RCE CSP(Z7,W7) 
RSP(K07,VE7)
1DW7 K07*VE7
W7 INT(-1DW7,1.)
1DU7 (8.*U8/7.-15.*U7/7.+ U6 )/ (DL2)4 XK*(-1DW7)
U7 INT(1DU7,1.)
Z8 TO*U8
RCE CSP(Z8 ,W8 ) 
RSP (KOS , VE8 )
1DW8 K08 * VE8
W8 INT(-1DW8,1.)
1DU8 (9.*U9/8.-17.*U8/8.4 U7)/(DL2)4 XK*(-1DW8)
US INT(1DU8,1.)
Z9 TO*U9
RCE CSP(Z9,W9) 
RSP(K09,VE9)
1DW9 K09*VE9
W9 INT(-1DW9,1.)
1DU9 (10.*U10/9.-19.*U9/9.4 U8 )/ (DL2)4 XK*(-1DW9)
U9 INT(1DU9,1.)
Z10 T0*U10
RCE CSP(Z10,W10) 
RSP(K010,VE10)
1DW10 K010*VE10
WIO INT(-1DW10,1.)
UlO TA/TO
FIN (T , 10 . )
END
$OUT
NOMENCLATURE CORRELATION BETWEEN 
COMPUTER PROGRAM AND TEXT
Program
Z
WG
KO
1DW
1DU
DL2
Text
T
Cgel
(dW/d<fO
(dU/d<#0
(aA)2
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